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Simulations properly sample
the configuration space of the
system
As mentioned in the main text, investigating
the mechanism(s) of micelle formation requires
simulations where the number of fission and fu-
sion events is sufficiently high to allow proper
sampling of the configuration space of the sys-
tem. In the main text we show that we achieve
sufficient sampling by comparing the micelle
size distribution obtained in our NVT simula-
tions to that obtained using Grand Canonical
Langevin Dynamics. Here we show further ev-
idence indicating that our simulations achieve
sufficient sampling: we demonstrate that indi-
vidual molecules sample a wide range of mi-
cellar environments and that the reaction rates
calculated from the micelle size distribution are
identical to those directly measured in the sim-
ulation.
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Individual molecules sample a wide
range of micellar environments

We assess whether molecules can sample a wide
range of micellar environments by calculating
the mean square displacement in aggregation
number space, 〈(∆n(t))2〉. This quantity is de-
fined as〈

(∆n(t))2
〉

=
〈
(ni(t)− ni(0))2

〉
(1)

where ni(0) and ni(t) are the aggregation num-
bers at time 0 or t for the micelle to which
molecule i belongs (i = 1 · · ·Nmol), and the av-
erage is over all molecules in the system and all
time origins. In Figure 1 we show 〈(∆n(t))2〉
for the lowest and highest concentration tested.
For both concentrations, 〈(∆n(t))2〉 saturates
for times ≈ 10000τ . This saturation behavior
is expected because we are performing simula-
tions with a constant number of particles. As
we demonstrate below, the mean square dis-
placement of a particle diffusing freely in a 1-
dimensional domain of length L should saturate
to

lim
t→∞

〈
(∆x(t))2

〉
= L2/6 (2)

lim
t→∞

〈
(∆x(t))2

〉
= 2Var[x] (3)

where Var[x] = 〈(x− 〈x〉)2〉 is the variance of
the position, x. Equation 2 does not strictly
apply in our case because the probability dis-
tribution of micellar sizes is not uniform but,
despite this limitation, we can use it together
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with the saturation levels shown in Figure 1
to estimate an effective length, ∆nmax, of the
one-dimensional domain in n at both concen-
trations. We find that 〈(∆n(t))2〉 indeed con-
verges to a value that is close to 2Var[n], which
provides further evidence that the positions, n,
and displacements, ∆n, are well-sampled; ap-
plying equation 2 we obtain ∆nmax,1.8CMC = 12
and ∆nmax,18CMC = 25. These values are al-
most identical to the maximum aggregate sizes
that can be found with significant probability
(P ≥ 0.001) at each concentration. This result
indicates that the simulations are long enough
to allow each molecule to sample the full range
of the most relevant micellar environments.

Figure 1: Mean square displacement in micellar
size space, 〈(∆n(t))2〉, at the lowest and highest
concentrations investigated here.

The fission rate calculated from the
micelle size distribution is identi-
cal to that directly measured in the
simulation

The rate of fission of monomers or fragments of
size m from micelles of size n can be calculated
from the concentrations (C) and the fusion rate
(k+) as

k− =
CnCn+m

Cm

k+ (4)

In Figure 2 we compare the rates of fission of
monomers, dimers or trimers from micelles cal-
culated using Equation 4 against those directly
measured from the simulations at 8.9 CMC.
The rates coincide for all micellar sizes except

those with very low probability of occurrence,
indicating that the statistical uncertainty asso-
ciated with k− and k+ is very low, and that our
simulations may be used to gain insight into fu-
sion and fission of oligomers to/from micelles.

Figure 2: Rates of fission of monomers, dimers
or trimers, at 8.9 CMC, directly measured from
the simulation (black=monomers, red=dimers
and green=trimers) or calculated from Equa-
tion 4 (grey lines). The calculated rates co-
incide with those directly measured from the
simulation.

Dependence of rate constants
on micelle size and total bile
salt concentration

Rate constants depend only weakly
on concentration

In models of micellar kinetics it is often as-
sumed that the rate constants of fission and
fusion are independent of total micelle concen-
tration and, in the region of proper micelles,
are independent of micelle size1–3. To inves-
tigate whether these assumptions hold for the
case of bile salts, in Figure 3 we compare the
rate constants of fusion and fission of monomers
to/from micelles for different micelle sizes and
bile salt concentrations. We find that monomer
fission and fusion rate constants do not depend
strongly on concentration. The fission rate con-
stants at 18 CMC differ from those at 1.8 CMC
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by a factor lower than 2, and the monomer fu-
sion rates at the same concentrations may differ
by a factor lower than 3. Qualitatively simi-
lar trends have also been found in simulations
of model head-tail surfactants4 performed at
the CMC and at 3 CMC. Our results clearly
show that assuming that rate constants are in-
dependent of concentration is a reasonable first
approximation at least up a concentration of
18 CMC.

Figure 3: Rate constants for (a) fission and (b)
fusion of monomers at different total bile salt
concentrations. Each curve shows the fission or
fusion rate constants as a function of the size n
of the initial micelle.

Fusion rates are independent of mi-
celle size

To investigate the dependence of the monomer
fission and fusion rates on the micelle size,
we examine the data shown in Figure 3 for
8.9 CMC only because it has the lowest sta-
tistical uncertainty. The trends seen here for
pure bile micelles are qualitatively similar to
those seen in simulations of model head-tail sur-
factants4, again demonstrating that bile salts

follow similar micellar kinetics to those ob-
served for those surfactants. For all but the
smallest aggregates (with n < 3), the fusion
rates are independent of the size of the ini-
tial micelle. The rates of monomer fusion with
other monomers or with dimers, however, are
markedly lower than those observed for larger
aggregates, for reasons that are not yet fully
understood. The low rates of monomer fusion
with other monomers or with dimers may arise
because of the presence of a free energy bar-
rier associated with the orientation of the in-
coming monomer relative to the monomer or
the dimer with which it will merge: our prior
results5 show that bile salt molecules forming
dimers and trimers have a marked preference
for particular relative orientations; in contrast,
neighboring bile molecules in larger aggregates
have much lower preferences for particular rel-
ative orientations, consistent with their higher
monomer fusion rates. The lower rates of fu-
sion of monomers to other monomers or small
oligomers may also have a contribution from
differences in the radius and the diffusion coef-
ficients between monomers, oligomers and mi-
celles. These differences lead to smaller rates
of barrierless fusion, as estimated using the
Smoluchowsky model6, for fusion of monomers
to oligomers as compared to fusion of monomers
to larger micelles.

Fission rates depend on micelle size

Contrary to what we observe for monomer fu-
sion, the rates of monomer fission depend on
micelle size in the entire range of micellar sizes
observed in the simulations: Figure 3 demon-
strates that the rates are large for dimers and
trimers, decrease for aggregates of size 4, 5 and
6, and then again increase with increasing mi-
cellar size. This dependence is consistent with
the micelle size distribution shown in the main
text: a non-uniform micelle size distribution
only arises when at least one of the rate con-
stants is size-dependent.
For micelles with aggregation numbers n > 6,

the monomer fission rate increases linearly with
increasing n. Such a linear dependence is con-
sistent with a free energy barrier, ∆G‡, associ-
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Figure 4: Rate constants for (a) fission and (b)
fusion of bile salt fragments of different sizes
(m = 1, 2, · · · , 7, respectively) at 8.9 CMC, as
a function of the size n of the initial bile micelle.

ated with monomer fission which is independent
of micelle size. In these conditions, the theoret-
ical expression for the rate of monomer removal
from a micelle with aggregation number n is3

k− =
n

τd
exp

(
−β∆G‡

)
(5)

In this expression, τd is the characteristic time
for diffusional motion over a length scale asso-
ciated with the free energy barrier for monomer
fission. Equation 5 makes obvious that, if the
free energy barrier to monomer removal is in-
dependent of micelle size, then the probability
per unit time that monomers depart is simply
proportional to the number of molecules com-
posing the micelle. Equation 5 yields monomer
fission rates less than one order of magnitude
lower than those shown in Figure 3 (calculation
not shown), i.e., it yields reasonable but rough
estimates of monomer fission rates.
It would at first sight appear, then, that the

models of micellar kinetics developed by Ani-
ansson et al.1–3, that rely on the assumption

that the fission and fusion rates are indepen-
dent of micelle size, are incorrect, because they
would not recover the correct distribution of ag-
gregation numbers. This conflict is only appar-
ent, because in these models the shape of this
distribution is given as input. Figure 3 makes
clear that the monomer fission rates remain
within the same order of magnitude within the
entire region of proper micelles, so assuming
that these rates are independent of micelle size
when applying the models of Aniansson et al. to
the interpretation of chemical relaxations of
pure bile micelles is reasonable.

Rate constants of fission and fusion
of fragments

In the main text we show that fission and fu-
sion of fragments withm ≥ 2 are still present to
an appreciable extent in bile salt solutions, and
suggest that it may be advisable to explicitly
consider these events when interpreting experi-
mental data at higher concentrations, where the
contribution of these events to micellar kinetics
is larger. In Figure 4 we show the dependence
of fission and fusion rate constants on both the
size of the micelle and the size of the fragment
at a concentration of 8.9 CMC, the concentra-
tion for which the statistical uncertainty of the
data is the lowest. In the region of proper mi-
celles (n > 6), the rates of fission of dimers from
micelles are one order of magnitude lower than
the fission rates of monomers, and the rates of
fission of trimers and other fragments are very
similar to each other but lower than those of
dimers by a factor of ≈ 5: for example, for
n = 15, the fission rates for monomers, dimers
and trimers are 0.026, 0.0038 and 0.0014τ−1.
Because the rates of fission of oligomers from
micelles depend linearly on the size of the mi-
celle, similarly to the rates of monomer fis-
sion, we can assume that equation 5 holds also
for fission of fragments. Making the simplify-
ing assumption that the timescale τd associated
with fission of oligomers is similar to that for
monomer fission, it follows that the free energy
barrier to fission of oligomers should be 2−3kBT
higher than for monomers. Below we show free
energy calculations that support this scenario.
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The rates of oligomer fusion to proper mi-
celles decrease visibly with increasing size n
of the micelle (for n > 3), the decrease be-
ing more marked for larger sizes, m, of the in-
coming fragment. This dependence contrasts
markedly with the independence of the rate of
monomer fusion to micelles on the micelle size.
For oligomers with m < 5 these rate constants
are, at most, one order of magnitude lower than
the rate constant of monomer fusion to micelles,
which suggests that the barrier for oligomer fu-
sion is, at most, ≈ 2kBT higher than that for
monomer fusion. Our free energy calculations,
presented below, suggest that the decrease in
fusion rates with increasing size of micelle and
incoming fragment may have two origins.

Comparing free energy pro-
files of monomers, dimers and
trimers
Figure 5 shows the free energy profiles as a
function of the distance r between the cen-
ters of mass of micelles and small fragments at
8.9 CMC total bile salt concentration. The fu-

Figure 5: Free energy, A(r), as a function of the
distance r between micelles of size n = 9 − 13
and monomers, dimers or trimers (m = 1, 2, 3,
respectively) at a total bile salt concentration
of 8.9 CMC. Curves are shifted so that A(r =
10) = 0, for ease of viewing.

sion of monomers, dimers or trimers to proper
micelles appears to be essentially barrierless:
the free energy difference between r = 10σ and

the maximum in A(r) (at r = 5−7σ, depending
on m) is of order 1 − 2kBT in all cases and in-
creases only slightly with increasing size of the
incoming fragment. However, above we show
that the rate constants of fusion of dimers or
trimers to micelles are lower than the rates of
monomer fusion. The decrease in the rate con-
stant of fusion of small fragments to large mi-
celles we observe is not yet fully understood.
This decrease is qualitatively consistent with
the predicted dependence of the rate constants
of fusion of oligomers of increasing size to large
micelles using the Smoluchowsky model6, but
it is also possible that a second reaction coor-
dinate, related to the reorganization of micelle
structure or to the relative orientation of mi-
celles and oligomers, is necessary to explain the
origin of the differences between the fusion rates
of monomers and oligomers to micelles. Sim-
ulations using simplified models of surfactants
with the typical head-tail configuration show
that fusion of two micelles is an activated pro-
cess, because of the large rearrangements that
micelles must undergo in order to merge, and
that the free energy barrier to fusion increases
with increasing micelle size7. It seems possi-
ble that a similar molecular scale mechanism is
behind the dependence of the rate constants of
oligomer fusion on the size of the micelle and on
the size of the oligomer. In any case, and sim-
ilarly to what occurs for head-tail surfactants,
reaction coordinates related to micellar struc-
ture or the relative orientation between bile mi-
celles and oligomers are expected to play a small
role only, because (i) the rates we measure are
large compared to the fusion rate for barrierless
attachment estimated from the Smoluchowsky
model, and (ii) the rates of fusion of dimers and
trimers to micelles are still of the same order of
magnitude as the rates of fusion of monomers.
The magnitude of the free energy barrier asso-

ciated with fission of oligomers from large mi-
celles increases markedly with increasing size
of the fissioned oligomer, and fission of dimers
and trimers from micelles is clearly not barri-
erless: for example, fission of a trimer from a
micelle is associated with a free energy barrier
of A(r = 6.5σ)−A(r = 2.5σ) = 4kBT , whereas
fission of a monomer is associated with a bar-
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rier of A(r = 5.5σ) − A(r = 2.5σ) ≈ 2kBT .
This difference in free energy barriers is quan-
titatively consistent with the rates of fission of
trimers being ≈ 20 times smaller than those of
fission of monomers, indicating that fission of
oligomers can be well-described by the reaction
coordinate r only.

Deriving equations 2 and 3
Consider a particle diffusing freely in a 1-
dimensional domain of length L. The proba-
bility density of finding the particle at any po-
sition, x, at time t given that it was initially at
position x′ is denoted by P (x, x′, t). The mean
square displacement, 〈(∆x(t))2〉 of the particle
is given by

〈
(∆x(t))2

〉
=

1

L

∫ L

0

∫ L

0

P (x, x′, t)(x−x′)2dxdx′

(6)
and the variance, Var[x], of the position of the
particle by

Var[x] =

∫ L

0

P (x, 〈x〉 , t)(x− 〈x〉)2dx (7)

The average position of the particle is 〈x〉 =
L/2; P (x, 〈x〉 , t) is the probability of finding
the particle in x given that it was initially at
L/2. For long times8,

lim
t→∞

P (x, x′, t) = lim
t→∞

P (x, 〈x〉 , t) = 1/L, (8)

and 〈
(∆x(t))2

〉
= L2/6 = 2Var[x] (9)

We note that the equality 〈(∆x(t))2〉 = 2Var[x]
was derived here for a uniform probabil-
ity distribution, but is generally valid for 1-
dimensional probability distributions.
In our case, 〈(∆n(t))2〉 denotes a mean square

displacement weighed by mass, so that〈
(∆n(t))2

〉
= 2Var[n] = 2

(〈
n2
〉
− 〈n〉2

)
(10)

where

〈n〉 =
1

Nmol

Nmol∑
i=1

ni (11)

and ni is the aggregation number for the micelle
to which molecule i belongs. Equation 10 is
equivalent to

〈
(∆n(t))2

〉
= 2

(
〈n3〉mic

〈n〉mic

−
(
〈n2〉mic

〈n〉mic

)2
)
(12)

where

〈n〉mic =

∑M
j=1Njj∑M
j=1Nj

(13)

M is the maximum micellar aggregation num-
ber in the simulation, and Nj is the number of
micelles of aggregation number j.
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